Synopsis
To honor the fortieth anniversary of her seminal album Horses, a revised and updated version of the iconic artist’s collected lyrics. This extraordinary collection from “rock and roll’s poet laureate” is a testimony to the fierce passion and uncompromising originality of Patti Smith’s music and writing. Building on the collection originally published in 1998, this new edition features more than thirty-five new songs, new artwork, and an introduction from Patti Smith herself. As relevant, fresh, and searing as when they were originally written, Smith’s lyrics capture her unique voice, raw in beauty, grace, and authenticity. Sharing a message of dedication, love, and compassion that speaks across the ages, Smith’s words empower fans and reveal the strong yet vulnerable heart of woman defined by her art.
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Customer Reviews
Every breath that Patti Smith sings is beautiful. Each word has a deep and powerful resonance to it. She writes in ways that others dream. Her songs, her poems transform our way of seeing into the world, into love, into pain, into loss, into memory. Her writing continues to haunt you for years after you have read it. And her writing matters. Her work is important for the world we are living in. Her writing helps us to discover ways to look back into our own hearts as well as out into the world around us. Her writing is visceral and will unnerve your practiced, habitual way for seeing the world.

I love being able to follow along as I’m listening to Patti Smith’s albums. Her Lyrics book from 1970 - 2015 adds a special dimension to that experience.
Could not be happier to have a book with a collection of Patti Smith’s lyrics.
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